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Although our Toyota Surf is fitted with a very efficient 2 tank veg oil system as you can see the
temperature trace at the injector pump inlet (red) is about as good as any two tank system gets, it
heats up quickly and maintains a temp of around 75degC. BUT due to heat loss through the injection
pump and high pressure injection lines through convection and cold airflow, by the time this heated
fuel reaches the injector (green) there is a significant loss of temperature, indeed after 25 minutes the
temperature was only 60degC. As stated on our website this is exactly what the Bioplantrix unit
combats. During this test the Bioplantrix unit was of course switched off, compare this with the graph
of the same journey with it switched on!
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Our Toyota Surf is fitted with a very efficient 2 tank veg oil system as you can
see the temperature trace at the injector pump inlet (red) is about as good as any
two tank system gets, it heats up quickly and maintains a temp of around 75degC.
The green trace shows the temperature at the injector with the Bioplantrix unit
switched on. The engine was preheated for 3 minuted before starting and shows
60 degC at the injector, the car was started and as you can see injector
temperatures are maintained at a healthy high level. Compare this with the graph
trace for the same journey without Bioplantrix heating. This really does drive it
home! There is now no heat loss through the injection pump and high pressure
injection lines through convection and cold airflow. As stated on our website this
is exactly what the Bioplantrix unit combats.
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